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MADE TO MEASURE FOR YOU!

Choose your product, 
we will make it unique.

We think and create food gift boxes, business gifts in 
perfect balance between beauty and taste.

We look for the best food and wine products of the 
Italian territory, we select them and make them 
become the protagonists of our packaging, attentive 
to packaging, materials and new trends. We are 
specialized in building the gift that best represents 
our customer, always listening, to grasp every need, 
every marketing and communication choice, to build 
together an always original project.



CERTIFICATE OF

WARRANTY
Inside each package there is the Certificate of Guarantee "Il Paniere Serafini" which certifies 
the quality of the products received.

The Progetti Everyday Business collection is a collection of items 
designed to have large and diversified customization spaces: a 
proposal of classy gifts suitable for Collaborators and Customers, 
also ideal for events and fairs. We carry out the graphic design and 
all the printing processes with internal staff and equipment. We 
take care of logistics and door-to-door shipping management 
directly.

From idea to delivery, in good hands.

CHOOSE / SEND / CREATE

Choose your product, send your graphics or your logo and create the perfect gift.



REUSE ME / WITH COMPLIMENTS /

THINK SUSTAINABLE GREETING CARD
Each package contains a postcard or a coupon REUSE ME / THINK SUSTAINABLE An invitation for 
those who receive them to reuse the boxes to store objects or souvenirs.
Boxes made to last, a gift within a gift.

To make your gift even more exclusive, we offer the possibility of inserting a personalized greeting card 
with your message or graphic inside the packaging.
Our graphic department is available to create a tailor-made project for you.

DIGITAL TICKET
WITH FOUR-COLOR PRINT

ELEGANCE TICKET
WITH HOT PRINT

CUSTOMIZE IT
To make your communication unique, personalize it with your logo or graphics.

EXAMPLE OF CUSTOMIZATION (FRONT AND BACK)

REUSE ME

Reuse this box to store 
your items

and your memories

LITTLE STEPS
FOR A BETTER WORLD



/ Cubots and Ingots



Product details
CubottoSMALL

Measurements: 9 x 9 x 9.5 cm Packaging: 16 pcs

Elegant box filled with delicious chocolate sweets or 
delicious candies chosen by the customer,
packaged by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon. A 
small, fine and refined cadeau in all circumstances. CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Cuneesi with nougat
g 120 - Pieces: 6

Creamy of very fine milk chocolate g 
110 - Pieces: 10

Chocolate boules with hazelnut 
cream g 110 - Pieces: 8

Mini fruit flavored candies g 
110 - Pieces: 38

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
180 - Pieces: 20

Fruit flavored jellies g 
120 - Pieces: 16

Information material contained in each package

Reuse me coupon
"Think sustainable"

COLORSAVAILABLE

Brown Red Blue Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
front (2 sides)

Front cover
(2 sides) and ribbon

Minimum 48 pieces Minimum 96 pieces Minimum 96 pieces Minimum 96 pieces
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Product details
CubottoMIDI

Measurements: 12 x 12 x 9.5 cm Packaging: 12 pcs

Box of sweets,
packaged by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon.
Inside, individually wrapped, chocolate delights or tasty candies. Elegance and 
style for the eyes, pleasure for the palate. CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Cuneesi with nougat
g 240 - Pieces: 12

Creamy of very fine milk chocolate g 
230 - Pieces: 20

Chocolate boules with hazelnut 
cream g 230 - Pieces: 18

Fruit flavored mini candies g 
200 - Pieces: 70

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
300 - Pieces: 33

Fruit flavored jellies g 
250 - Pieces: 32

Information material contained in each package

Reuse me coupon
"Think sustainable"

COLORSAVAILABLE

Brown Red Blue Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
front (2 sides)

Front cover
(2 sides) and ribbon

Minimum 48 pieces Minimum 96 pieces Minimum 96 pieces Minimum 96 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

CubottoLarge
Measurements: 24.5 x 24.5 x 13 cm Packaging: 6 pcs

Refined box, packaged by hand, enclosed by satin ribbon. Inside, individually 
wrapped, chocolate and pastry delicacies. A perfect gift for business meetings.

CONTENT

Cubotto interior

Creamy of very fine milk chocolate g 
120 - Pieces: 11

Sicilian pastries with pistachio cream g 140 
- Pieces: 6

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
180 - Pieces: 20

Crumbly nougats
g 140 - Pieces: 8

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Red Blue Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Front cover
(2 sides)

Front cover
(2 sides) and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details P.Recommended product from September to April

CubottoXL
Measurements: 33 x 30 x 13 cm Packing: 1 pc

Refined box of sweet goodness,
packaged by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon. Contains 
different types of handcrafted chocolates and pastries. The ideal 
cadeau to surprise with style. CONTENT

Cubotto interior

Cuneesi with nougat
g 200 - Pieces: 10

Creamy of very fine milk chocolate g 
120 - Pieces: 11

Sicilian pastries with pistachio 
cream g 140 - Pieces: 6

Crumbly nougats
g 140 - Pieces: 8

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 180 
Pieces: 20

Peccatucci covered with dark 
chocolate g 110 - Pieces: 7

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Red Blue Turtledove Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

CubottoXXL
Measurements: 33 x 30 x 13 cm Packing: 1 pc

Chocolate and pastry delicacies in a 
prestigious box
packaged by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon.
A cadeau suitable for moments of sharing with colleagues and friends. CONTENT

Cubotto interior

Cuneesi with nougat
g 200 - Pieces: 10

Sicilian flakes with almond g 
120 - Pieces: 6

Chocolate boules with hazelnut 
cream g 120 - Pieces: 10

Cremino truffles
g 100 - Pieces: 6

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
180 - Pieces: 20

Crumbly nougats
g 140 - Pieces: 8

Sicilian pastries with pistachio 
cream g 140 - Pieces: 6

Peccatucci covered with dark 
chocolate g 110 - Pieces: 7

Creamy of very fine milk chocolate g 
120 - Pieces: 11

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Red Blue Turtledove Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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by Product Recommended product from September to April

CubottoParty 1
Measurements: 33 x 30 x 13 cm Packing: 1 pc

CONTENT

Alné Prosecco DOC Treviso Millesimato 
La Tordera cl 75

Cuneesi with nougat
g 200 - Pieces: 10

Creamy of very fine milk chocolate g 
120 - Pieces: 11

Crumbly nougats
g 140 - Pieces: 8

Sicilian pastries with pistachio 
cream g 140 - Pieces: 6

Peccatucci covered with dark 
chocolate g 110 - Pieces: 7

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
180 - Pieces: 20

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Red Blue Turtledove Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

Measurements: 33 x 30 x 13 cm Packing: 1 pc

CONTENT

Ca 'del Bosco Franciacorta DOCG 
Brut Cuvée Prestige 75 cl

Cuneesi with nougat
g 200 - Pieces: 10

Creamy of very fine milk chocolate g 
120 - Pieces: 11

Crumbly nougats
g 140 - Pieces: 8

Sicilian pastries with pistachio 
cream g 140 - Pieces: 6

Peccatucci covered with dark 
chocolate g 110 - Pieces: 7

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
180 - Pieces: 20

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Red Blue Turtledove Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details Recommended product liato from September to April

Ingot01
Measurements: 42x12x12 cm Packing: 1 pc

The sweetness of chocolate is combined with the bubbles of Franciacorta, to 
create a dynamic and complementary combination,
in a box packed by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon. A gift 
with a guaranteed result. CONTENT

Lingotto interior

Novalia Franciacorta DOCG Brut 
Tenuta Villa Crespia cl 75

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
380 - Pieces: 38

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Brown Red Blue Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

Ingot02
Measurements: 42x12x12 cm Packing: 1 pc

The pleasure of gianduiotto,
handmade by skilled Turin chocolatiers, it embraces the 
most precious and well-known bubbles.
A precious combination,
in a box packed by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon, for a gift 
dedicated to the most demanding palates.

CONTENT

Lingotto interior

Alma Gran Cuvée Brut 
Franciacorta Bellavista cl 75

Gianduiotto Classic Artisan Torinese g 200 
- Pieces: 1

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Brown Red Blue Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

Ingot03
Measurements: 42x12x12 cm Packing: 1 pc

The delicacy of the three chocolates of the maxi 
cremino, a Torinese artisan product of rare goodness,
combined with the fragrant freshness of Ca 'del Bosco Cuvée Prestige. A 
gift with an unmistakable style,
in a box packed by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon.

CONTENT

Lingotto interior

Ca 'del Bosco Franciacorta DOCG 
Brut Cuvée Prestige 75 cl

Maxi Turin Artisan Cremino with Three Chocolates g 
300 - Pieces: 1

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Brown Red Blue Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

Ingot04
Measurements: 42x12x12 cm Packing: 1 pc

An amorous encounter
between the softness of chocolate pralines and 
the strong character of Franciacorta
in a box packed by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon. CONTENT

Lingotto interior

Cisiolo Franciacorta Zero Dosage 
Tenuta Villa Crespia cl 75

Chocolate boules with hazelnut cream g 
250 - Pieces: 20

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Brown Red Blue Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

Ingot05
Measurements: 42x12x12 cm Packing: 1 pc

Tasty boules of hazelnut cream chocolate 
combined with the unmistakable flavor of 
Prosecco to create a moment of intense pleasure,
in a box packed by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon. CONTENT

Lingotto interior

La Tordera Serrai Valdobbiadene 
Extra Dry DOCG 75 cl

Chocolate boules with hazelnut cream g 
250 - Pieces: 20

Information material contained in each package

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

Postcard
Emotions to Taste

COLORSAVAILABLE

Brown Red Blue Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or white coverage 70% on the ribbon

Tape Part cover
superior

Part cover
top and ribbon

Minimum 24 pieces Minimum 60 pieces Minimum 60 pieces
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/ Excellence



Refeda Product Recommended product from September to April

Excellence16
Measurements: 17.8 x 13 x 5 cm Packaging: 8 pcs

Elegant box of fine artisan Torinese pralines, hand-packed 
and enclosed by satin ribbon.
A perfect gift to surprise with sweetness.

CONTENT

Fine Artisan Torinese Pralines g 140 - 
Pieces: 16

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid

Cover

Minimum 64 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

Excellence32
Measurements: 25.9 x 17.8 x 5 cm Packaging: 4 pcs

Collection of fine artisan Torinesi pralines, a 
synthesis of skill and technique.
A creation of harmonies and contrasts of taste,
in prestigious box packed by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon. The ideal 
package for all chocolate lovers.

CONTENT

Fine Artisan Torinese Pralines g 280 - 
Pieces: 32

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid

Cover

Minimum 64 pieces

38 39
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

Excellence64
Measurements: 35.5 x 25.9 x 5 cm Packaging: 2 pcs

Refined assortment of Torinesi artisan pralines
in a box packed by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon. A wide variety of 
flavors and textures where the protagonist is chocolate.

CONTENT

Fine Artisan Torinese Pralines g 560 - 
Pieces: 64

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid

Cover

Minimum 32 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

ExcellenceGIANDUIOTTO 200
Measurements: cm 16 + 8 xh 24 Packaging: 5 pcs

Typical Turin chocolate
produced by the skilled hands of master 
chocolatiers, wrapped in precious gold paper and 
hand-taped, in a customizable gift box.
A perfect gift for any occasion.

CONTENT

Classic Gianduiotto Torinese artisan g 200 
- Pieces: 1

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Black with black label Gold with black label

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot on gold or silver labels

Gianduiotto label

Minimum 80 pieces

Shopper label

Minimum 80 pieces

Gianduiotto and Shopper labels

Minimum 80 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

ExcellenceGIANDUIOTTO 400
Measurements: 17.8 x 13 x 5 cm Packaging: 8 pcs

Characteristic chocolate with a strong Turin identity 
produced by chocolate artists,
in prestigious box packed by hand and enclosed by satin ribbon. A 
temptation that amazes with every taste. CONTENT

Classic Torinese artisan Gianduiotto g 400 
- Pieces: 1

Internal

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Velvet Gold with black label

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid

Cover

Minimum 64 pieces

Label and Lid

Minimum 64 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

ExcellenceGIANDUIONE
Measurements: 28.5 x 17 x 6.5 cm Packing: 1 pc

Maxi-sized artisan chocolate created 
following the classic recipe
characteristic of Turin's creativity and tradition, 
ideal to be tasted cut into thin slices.
A gift of delicious refinement, class and exclusivity.

CONTENT

Classic Torinese artisan Gianduione g 
1000 - Pieces: 1

Internal

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Velvet Gold with black label

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid

Cover

Minimum 32 pieces

Label and Lid

Minimum 32 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

ExcellenceMAXI CREAM
Measurements: 17.8 x 13 x 5 cm Packaging: 8 pcs

Maxi Turin artisan Cremino with 3 chocolates that melt on the palate, 
wrapped in elegant golden paper
and packaged in a hand-taped gift box. An 
exciting sensory experience. CONTENT

Maxi Torinese artisan cremino with 
three chocolates g 300 - Pieces: 1

Internal

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Velvet Gold with black label

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or metal red on the label

Cover

Minimum 64 pieces

Label and Lid

Minimum 64 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

ExcellenceHAZELNUT
Measurements: 25.9 x 17.8 x 5 cm Packaging: 4 pcs

Torinese artisan hazelnut,
characterized by the pleasant fusion of Gianduia chocolate and Piedmont IGP hazelnuts, 
for an inimitable taste experience.
A riot of excellence, to be savored in company, at the 
slow pace that belongs to good things.

CONTENT

Torinese artisan gianduia hazelnut filled 
with hazelnuts g 500 - Pieces: 1

Internal

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Velvet Gold with black label

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid - hot foil in gold, silver or metal red on the label

Cover

Minimum 64 pieces

Label and Lid

Minimum 64 pieces
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Product details Recommended product from September to April

ExcellenceTRILOGY
Measurements: 17.8 x 13 x 5 cm Packaging: 8 pcs

Elegant selection of Torinese chocolate, a mix of flavors and tastes, 
in a hand-wrapped and taped gift box.
A tribute to all the nuances of chocolate, to be 
tasted to stop time. CONTENT

Selection of fine Torinese chocolate: extra 
dark chocolate 60% g 100 gianduia g 100

60% extra dark chocolate with 100 g cremino filling

Internal

Postcard Reuse me
"Think sustainable"

Certificate
warranty

COLORSAVAILABLE

Velvet

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot foil in one color (not pantone) on the lid

Cover

Minimum 64 pieces
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/ Glass



Product details

Measurements: cm Ø 8.5 xh 22 Packaging: 12 pcs

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Chocolate boules with hazelnut cream g 
320 - Pieces: 24

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
550 - Pieces: 59

Mini fruit flavored candies g 
300 - Pieces: 108

Fruit flavored jellies g 
350 - Pieces: 43

Reuse me coupon
"Think sustainable"

COLORSAVAILABLE

Transparent with black soft touch label Black

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot in gold, silver, metal red on the label - hot in one color (not pantone) on the box

JarPANDORA 1
Delicious chocolate sweets or delicious caramels
packed in customizable glass jar with metal lid. An original, eco-
sustainable and reusable gift.

Label

Minimum 60 pieces

Label and case

Minimum 120 pieces
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Product details

Measurements: cm Ø 7.5 xh 19 Packaging: 12 pcs

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Chocolate boules with hazelnut cream g 
200 - Pieces: 15

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
290 - Pieces: 31

Mini fruit flavored candies g 
150 - Pieces: 54

Fruit flavored jellies g 
150 - Pieces: 19

Reuse me coupon
"Think sustainable"

COLORSAVAILABLE

Transparent with black soft touch label Black

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot in gold, silver, metal red on the label - hot in one color (not pantone) on the box

JarPANDORA 2
Customizable transparent glass jar with metal lid, with content of 
your choice between exquisite chocolate and delicious candies.
The ideal gift for anyone who loves to share with friends or colleagues.

Label

Minimum 60 pieces

Label and case

Minimum 120 pieces
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Product details

Measurements: cm Ø 7.3 xh 11 Packaging: 16 pcs

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Chocolate boules
with hazelnut cream g 80 - Pieces: 7

Mini fruit flavored candies g 
90 - Pieces: 36

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
150 - Pieces: 16

Fruit flavored jellies g 
110 - Pieces: 14

Creamy of very fine milk chocolate g 
100 - Pieces: 10

Milk chocolate hearts g 
170 - Pieces: 16

Reuse me coupon
"Think sustainable"

COLORSAVAILABLE

Transparent with black soft touch label White Velvet Blue Red

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot in gold, silver, metal red on the label - hot in one color (not pantone) on the box

JarPANDORA 3
Rich assortment of candies or chocolate of your choice in a 
whimsical glass jar with metal lid, customizable and reusable, for a 
gift that lasts over time.

Label

Minimum 96 pieces

Label and case

Minimum 96 pieces
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Product details

Measurements: cm 14.6 xh 20 Packing: 1 pc

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Chocolate boules with hazelnut cream g 
700 - Pieces: 50

Amaretti biscuits

g 460 - Pieces: 23

Mini fruit flavored candies g 
700 - Pieces: 252

Fruit flavored jellies g 
600 - Pieces: 73

Reuse me coupon
"Think sustainable"

COLORSAVAILABLE

Transparent with black soft touch label Velvet Turtledove

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot in gold, silver, metal red on the label - hot in one color (not pantone) on the box

JarEAT 1
Large glass vase with innovative closure, with 
customizable soft touch label and case.
Inside, individually wrapped, chocolate delights or delicious candies.

Label

Minimum 60 pieces

Label and case

Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details

Measurements: cm 14.6 xh 16 Packing: 1 pc

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Chocolate boules with hazelnut cream g 
500 - Pieces: 36

Amaretti biscuits

g 350 - Pieces: 18

Fruit flavored mini candies g 
450 - Pieces: 162

Fruit flavored jellies g 
450 - Pieces: 55

Reuse me coupon
"Think sustainable"

COLORSAVAILABLE

Transparent with black soft touch label Velvet Turtledove

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot in gold, silver, metal red on the label - hot in one color (not pantone) on the box

JarEAT 2
Glass vase with an original shape, with 
different types of content of your choice. 
Equipped with ample customization spaces 
for high-impact communication.

Label

Minimum 60 pieces

Label and case

Minimum 60 pieces
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Product details

Measurements: cm Ø 7 xh 10 Packaging: 12 pcs

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Chocolate boules with hazelnut cream g 
60 - Pieces: 5

Milk chocolate hearts g 
100 - Pieces: 10

Fruit flavored mini candies g 
50 - Pieces: 18

Reuse me coupon
"Think sustainable"

COLORSAVAILABLE

Transparent with black soft touch label

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot in gold, silver, metal red

JarBLOOM
Nice glass jar
with customizable black soft touch label.
Ideal for small thoughts and original gastronomic favors.

Label

Minimum 126 pieces
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/ Sweet



Product details
SweetTWO

Measurements: 9 x 8 x 3 cm Packaging: 60 pcs

Box of Cuneesi, typical chocolates from the city of Cuneo,
with a delicate taste, without alcoholic cream, of rare goodness, perfect at any 
time. A gift with small dimensions but with ample space for customization.

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Cuneesi with gianduia
g 40 - Pieces: 2

Cuneesi with nougat
g 40 - Pieces: 2

Dark Wedges
g 40 - Pieces: 2

With compliments Greeting card

COLORSAVAILABLE

White Black Turtledove

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot one-color (not pantone) on the slide - four-color digital printing on the ticket

Sled

Minimum 120 pieces

Sleigh and ticket

Minimum 120 pieces
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Product details
SweetSIX

Measurements: 22.8 x 8 x 3 cm Packaging: 25 pcs

Case with delicious Piedmontese chocolates with a 
crunchy shell and creamy filling of your choice. 
Customizable sled and ticket
for a coordinated communication of great impact. CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Cuneesi with gianduia
g 120 - Pieces: 6

Cuneesi with nougat
g 120 - Pieces: 6

Dark Wedges
g 120 - Pieces: 6

With compliments

Greeting card

COLORSAVAILABLE

White Black Red

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot one-color (not pantone) on the slide - four-color digital printing on the ticket

Sled

Minimum 150 pieces

Sleigh and ticket

Minimum 150 pieces
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Product details
SweetEIGHT

Measurements: 30 x 8 x 3 cm Packaging: 20 pcs

Very fine pralines worked with artisanal care filled 
with tasty creams of various flavors, enclosed in a 
practical customizable package.

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Cuneesi with gianduia
g 160 - Pieces: 8

Cuneesi with nougat
g 160 - Pieces: 8

Dark Wedges
g 160 - Pieces: 8

With compliments

Greeting card

COLORSAVAILABLE

White Black Red

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot one-color (not pantone) on the slide - four-color digital printing on the ticket

Sled

Minimum 100 pieces

Sleigh and ticket

Minimum 100 pieces
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Product details
SweetSIXTEEN

Measurements: 30 x 16 x 3 cm Packaging: 10 pcs

Sixteen refined chocolates to be discovered,
hand-made in double case with customizable slide. Ideal for 
meetings, reunions and events.

CONTENTSAVAILABLE

Cuneesi with gianduia
g 320 - Pieces: 16

Cuneesi with nougat
g 320 - Pieces: 16

Dark Wedges
g 320 - Pieces: 16

With compliments

With compliments

Greeting cards

COLORSAVAILABLE

White Black Red

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot one-color (not pantone) on the slide - four-color digital printing on the ticket

Sled

Minimum 60 pieces

Sleigh and tickets

Minimum 100 pieces
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Product details
LuxuryTWO

Measurements: 9.5 x 5 x 2.8 cm Packaging: 56 pcs

Package with 2 classic cremini or milk chocolate hearts, 
embellished with a small case in soft touch material.
A pocket-sized gift with a refined style.

CONTENT

Milk chocolate hearts g 22 
- Pieces: 2

Hazelnut cremini
g 22 - Pieces: 2

COLORSAVAILABLE

Black (with cremini or hearts) Gold (with cremini)

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot one color (not pantone)

Sled

Minimum 112 pieces

80 81



Product details
LuxuryFOUR

Measurements: 16 x 5.5 x 2.8 cm Packaging: 108 pcs

Box in customizable soft touch material 
containing 4 classic Cremini
in which the alternation of layers creates a chromatic 
play that satisfies the eye, anticipating the intense 
aroma of hazelnut and the typical taste of gianduia.

CONTENT

Hazelnut cremini
g 44 - Pieces: 4

COLORSAVAILABLE

Black Gold

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot one color (not pantone)

Sled

Minimum 108 pieces
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Product details
LuxuryTWELVE

Measurements: 16 x 12 x 4 cm Packaging: 30 pcs

Every occasion becomes original and unique with 
this customizable soft touch box containing 12 
Cremini.
The unmistakable flavor of the hazelnut combined 
with the classic character of the gianduia give a 
moment of relaxation and sharing.

CONTENT

Hazelnut cremini
g 132 - Pieces: 12

COLORSAVAILABLE

Black Gold

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot one color (not pantone)

Sled

Minimum 90 pieces

84 85



Product details
LuxuryEIGHTEEN

Measurements: 21.5 x 15 x 4 cm Packaging: 12 pcs

The great classics of the Piedmontese 
tradition come together in this soft touch 
box with inimitable style and elegance
and with large spaces for customization.
The perfect gift to promote the corporate brand.

CONTENT

Classic Gianduiotti with hazelnuts g 
80 - Pieces: 8

Hazelnut cremini
g 110 - Pieces: 10

COLORSAVAILABLE

Black Gold

WHERE IS ITCUSTOMIZE
Printing technique: hot one color (not pantone)

Sled

Minimum 60 pieces

86 87
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Via G. Buffi, 2  
6900 LUGANO

info@europesuisse.ch 
www.luxuryfood.ch

Distributore esclusivo per la Svizzera

Exklusiver distributor für die Schweiz

Distributeur exclusif pour la Suisse
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